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PROFESSOR BIRD’S BOOK is diagnostic: it 
probes the disharmony in our Western in- 
tellectual community and suggests a reme- 
dy. The two cultures in conflict are those 
noted by C. P. Snow in 1959, namely, the 
scientific and the literary, or humanistic. 
The main reason the two are not one, that 
there is an every widening gap between the 
two cultures, is that there has occurred an 
increasing “imperialism” of specialization 
within Western, chiefly the American, uni- 
versities. While the first two parts of the 
book trace the ideological and historical 
grounds for this opposition between science 
and the humanities, the third part describes 
similarities between the two areas and notes 
points of contact. The suggestion is made 
that reconciliation is possible. 

The most obvious characteristic of sci- 
ence as contrasted with the humanities is 
its abstractness-“it immediately departs 
from the Lebenswelt and not only leaves 
it behind, but also ceases to take it into ac- 
count.” Indeed it is this very abstractness, 
together with the fixity to purpose of the 
scientist cum technologist that has “altered 
the shape of our world, but has also gener- 
ated a host of new problems that in many 
cases derive directly from the method of 
isolating and solving piecemeal . . .” 

In  saying this, however, Bird insists that 
we not ignore the fact that the scientist at 
work resembles the artist in certain impor- 
tant respects (as Arthur Koestler and Jacob 
Bronowski have noted). Science “as in- 
quiry” or as “creative achievement” is not 
totally unlike “any of the other creative 
works of the humanities and the arts.” In 
addition, “science employs all the ways of 
knowing that we possess: experience, ideas, 
imagination, memory, reasoning, insight, as 
well as all the arts of signs and of learn- 

ing.” In a word, science, like the humani- 
ties, is a “linguistic” and a “liberal” art. 

Whether or not these creative and lin- 
guistic dimensions of the activity of the 
artist and the scientist are sufficient to allow 
for an alliance remains a question after 
Bird has made his case. This is especially 
true when one reflects on the way the scien- 
tist employs his language as contrasted with 
the way the artist or  poet employs his-a 
point which Bird himself makes quite force- 
fully. Further, we must recall the many con- 
siderations noted by the author in the first 
two parts of his book-the fundamental 
differences in temperament, preoccupation 
and expectation between the artist and the 
scientist, together with the tendency of the 
sciences to claim “exclusive right to reason, 
knowledge and truth.” Bird wants to adju- 
dicate differences and if not marry the two 
protagonists a t  least invite them to lie down 
together like lion and lamb. His plan calls 
for “a center or agency charged with the 
responsibility for the intellectual communi- 
ty as such . . . a summa dialectica to make 
manifest and illuminate the pattern of 
agreement and disagreement in the philo- 
sophical controversies over basic ideas.” In 
the end, Bird calls for communication be- 
tween the sciences and the humanities and, 
ideally,, a sense of community in the univer- 
sity as envisioned in the classical model of 
the academy. One must agree with Bird 
that the modern version of the academy 
falls far short of the model, and Bird is as- 
suredly correct in hoping for a reconcilia- 
tion among warring parties. Whether or 
not he is correct in expecting such a recon- 
ciliation, however, is a question that is sug- 
gested most particularly by the tone of 
caution a t  the end of this book. But there 
is another, deeper problem which the book 
suggests by implication. 

Bird’s book is markedly elementary : it 
lacks the profundity one expects from a 
writer who draws from the deep well of 
Western classical literature. The reader 
waits in vain for the writer to describe the 
distant horizon from his vantage point atop 
these giants-but he seems to delight in 
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simply being there. The author is widely 
read, to be sure, but he seems to be instruct- 
ing his readers whom he suspects of having 
no first-hand knowledge of such writers as 
Augustine, Bacon, Galileo, Newton, and 
Descartes. Despite the fact that it is decid- 
edly a flaw in the book, one cannot resist 
the thought that the very basic level on 
which Bird operates is samehow appropri- 
ate, which is to say that Bird‘s book exem- 
plifies another aspect of the intellectual 
crisis which it ignores. Ignorance of our 
cultural heritage is widespread and preve- 
lant even among the so-called educated 
Americans who (especially of late) take 
little away with them from the university 
except the academic degree which they 
have expended a modicum of time and en- 
ergy to “earn.” As Bird takes pains to 
show, the two cultures have been in conflict 
since Socrates (at least) and it is difficult 
to see why it has suddenly become a “prob- 
lem.” The author makes the case that 
the “imperialism of specialization ; has 
brought this about, but surely specialization 

discoveries, raised fundamental questions, 
and provided important answers as well. 
But such intellectual narrowness when com- 
bined with a diminished spiritual outlook 
does seem peculiarly modern and decidedly 
problematic. 

I n  a word, the intellectual crisis that is 
generated by the cultures in conflict which 
Bird has recounted in his book is merely 
symptomatic of a deeper, spiritual crisis 
that is marked by Western man’s increasing 
inability to see beyond the narrow limits 
of his own dwarfed feelings. Doubtless this 
is brought about in part, at  least, by his 
increasing conviction that there is noth- 
ing “out there” worthy of his attention; but 
in his preoccupation with himself-his own 
material and hedonic well being-Western 
man has cut himself off from the other, and 
communication has become impossible be- 
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cause the status of his fellow man had been 
reduced from person to thing. To be sure, 
self-preoccupation is a human failing that 
has always been with us, but since the Re- 
formation powerful forces have conspired 
to lock W-estern man’s consciousness within 
itself and he has lost touch with his world 
and his fellow man. In  this regard, special- 
ization within the academy is nothing more 
than a sign of our increasing self-preoccu- 
pation : we have Compartmentalized inquiry 
just as we have reduced life itself to a set 
of calculations designed to guarantee secu- 
rity and “progress.” Life has become what 
Jacques Ellul called technique. 

Clearly, the only thing that can shake 
Western man out of his spiritual stupor, 
and bring about community within the 
academy and in society a t  large, is a sense 
of urgency about the task at  hand and mu- 
tual dependence among all human beings, 
together with a rebirth of the conviction 
that life is tragic but nonetheless worth 
living and loving for its own sake. One 
suspects, however, that such a change can 
be hrn~ght  ahrrut nn!y hy p profoiind 
shock : discovery follows, or accompanies, 
peripeteiu. 

Bird‘s book insists upon the fact that 
man’s intellectual life requires both mythos 
and logos, and it reminds us, when we re- 
flect on it, that man’s spirit has diminished 
along with his intellect to the point where 
he is little more than a poor, bare, forked 
animal. But while it is lucid, Bird‘s diagno- 
sis is rudimentary and the remedy sug- 
gested is therefore implausible. The resolu- 
tion of the intellectual conflict between 
science and the humanities will not occur 
until man is forced by circumstances out- 
side himself to attend to the still small voice 
of the human spirit within that demands a 
holistic approach to learning and wisdom 
in the place of knowledge. 

Reviewed by HUGH MERCER CURTLER 
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Beyond Secularism 

Facing Up to Moderni ty  : Excursions 
im Society, Politics, and Religion, 
by Peter L. Berrger, New York: Basic 
Rooks, Inc., 1977. xix + 233 pp.  $11.50. 

PETER BERGER, a sociologist at  Rutgers 
University, is not so much the author as he 
is the editor of this book-that is, the editor 
of his own writings. All but one of its eigh- 
teen chapters were originally published as 
essays in periodicals. Professor Berger has 
now collected them together, unrevised, and 
has added thirteen pages of introduction. 
This is unfortunate, not only because a few 
of the essays could stand some revision 
(like “The Blueing of America,” first pub- 
lished in 1971, which predicted that work- 
ing-class youths would step into the key 
positions of power scorned by the sandal- 
making children of affluence), but also be- 
cause it leads to an uneven thematic devel- 
opment. But I am determined to say no 
more about the flaws of this book, because 
there is so much more to say about its vir- 
tues. There may be unevenness in the devel- 
opment of its themes, but the themes are 
there for all to see. 

Berger is a self-declared conservative, 
though his conservatism is broad enough 
to encompass elements of New Deal liber- 
alism and New Left radicalism. If this 
seems to be carrying catholicity close to the 
border of incoherence, let me be more 
specific. Berger is a Christian, an ap- 
parently orthodox Lutheran, despite his 
claim to be “heretical.” He does not Mieve  
that God is dead; he thinks that the church 
should speak with authority instead of 
trying to be “with it” ; and h e  predicts that 
if religion makes a comeback in America 
it will take place within a Judaeo-Christian 
framework. When it comes to social struc- 
tures, Berger shares the Burkean-Tocque- 
villian view that the strength of a nation 
comes through traditional “mediating” 
institutions such as family and church. (It  
is in this context that he finds a good word 

to say about the New Left: its members 
recognized the dangers of the alkencom- 
passing state and experimented with their 
own mediating structures.) Politically and 
economically, Berger opposes socialism as 
well as such attempts at class-leveling as 

These positions add up to conservatism, 
though a kind of conservatism which is 
closer to The Public Interest than to The 
National Review. Berger accepts many of 
the basic principles of the New Deal, and 
has no desire to turn the clock back to 
any bygone era (or at least no hope of 
doing so, though he does admit to a cer- 
tain nostalgia for Maria Theresa’s Austro- 
Hungarian empire! ) . What makes this 
book remarkable stems not only from the 
fact that its author is both a Christian and 
a conservative but also from the fact that 
he is a sociologist. Since the time of Comte 
“the science of society” has often warred 
with Christianity and even tried to replace 
it. But Berger knows the “enemy” disci- 
pline so well-and loves it so much-that 
he can fight the secularists with their own 
weapons. 

Relativization, for example, is a tech- 
nique often used by social scientists to 
debunk religion. “You think you’re saving 
souls,” they say, :‘but what you’re really 
doing is bringing people peace of mind.” 
Which is all right, they sometimes concede, 
except that a trained psychiatrist can do the 
job at least as well without all the hocus- 
pocus. But supposing relativization is 
turned around and applied to the psychia- 
trists themselves. Berger is not concerned 
with what the psychiatrists think they are 
doing but what, given the structure of 
modern society, they are doing. He notes 
that “institutionalized psychologism” came 
along a t  a time when the bureaucratization 
of society had begun to cause people great 
anxiety as to how to define themselves. I t  
filled a consumer “identity market.” Yet 
it was precisely these huge bureaucratic 
structures which also needed the skills of 
psychologists and “human-relations” ex- 
perts as a means of insuring their control 

affirmative action.” ( 6  
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